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NACA RM No. L8A2& 

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

RESEARCH MDiORANDUM 

FACTORS AFFECTING LATERAL STABILITY AND CONTROLLABILITY 

By John P. Campbell and Thomas A. Toll 

SUMMARY 

The results of a number of recent lateral-stability investigations 
conducted by the NACA are summarized in this paper. Illu8trations are 
given of some of the effects on dynamic lateral stability of a few of 
the mQre~~portant aerodynamic and mass characteristics such as the 
directional-st-ablffEy -parameter C~ ,-the-effective-di-hedral- -- _. ____ _ 

parameter Cl~' the damping-in-roll parameter Clp ' mass diJtribution, 

and relative density. The problems associated with the so-called 
"snaking" oscillation encountered recently by several high-speed airplanes 
are discussed. Some of the important factors affecting the values of the 
stability derivatives used in ~lamiC lateral-stability calr.ulations for 
airplanes with low-aspect-ratio swept wings are indicated, and a method 
is suggested for estimating the effects of scale and roughness on the 
stability derivatives. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of obtaining satisfactory lateral stability has become 
increasingly difficult as airspeeds have increased and as designers have 
resorted to the use of extreme sweepback 9.Ild low aspect ratio. At high 
speeds, many of our military airplanes have exhibited a lightly damped 
yawing o3cillFJ.tion - the so-called "snaking" oscillation. At low speeds, 
lateral-stability troubles are anticipated with sweptback and low
aspect-ratio designs, partly because of their relatively high effectiv~ 
dihedral and low damping in roll. In general, the problem of oscillator,y, 
or Di.ltch roll, stability does not now appear to be so serious for swept 
airplanes as originally antiCipated, but in many cases it is important. 
In some cases, lateral controllability is a more important factor t~lan 

Dltch roll :3tability in determining the configuration of the airplme. 

This paper will deal first with the effect on stability o~ some of 
thn more important aerodynamic ani mass characteristics and will then 
present methods for estimating the various stability parameters to be 
us,::d in otability calculations for high-speed airplanes. 
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SYMBOIS 

lift coefficient 

drag coefficient 

rate of change of lift coefficient with angle of attack a, 
per degree (OcV'oa) 

rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with angle of 
sideslip ~, per degree (Oc~/O~) 

rate of change of yawing-moment coefficient with angle of 
sideslip ~, per degree (Ocn/O~) 

rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with wing-tip 

pb (del) helix angle 2V' per radian o~ 

rate of change of yawing~moment coefficient with wing-tip 

helix angle ~, per redian (~) 

rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with yawing

veloci ty parameter ~, per radian (OC~) 
orb 

2V 

angle of wing incidence, degrees 

indicated airspeed, miles per hour 

sweep angle, degrees 

aspect ratio 

taper ratio, ratio of tip chord to root chord 

wing span 

wing chord 

Reynolds number 

Mach number 
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IMPORl'ANT FACTORS AFFECTING DYNAMIC LATERAL STABILITY 

Directional Stability and Effective Dihedral 

Two of the most important factors affecting late.ral stal)ili ty and 
controllability are the directional-sta"bill ty parameter C

ns 
and the 

the effective-dihedral parameter CIS' (See references 1 to 3.) These 

two factors are used as the basis for the conventional stability chart 
shown in figure 1. The ordinate is Cn and the abscissa is -C I S S 

3 

which is positive effective dihedral. The "boundary shown is for neutral 
oscillatory or Dutch roll stability calculated for a general research 
model tested in the Langley free-flight tunnel. In the figure are two 
points which represent two models or airplanes with different combinations 
of Cn and CI • The first point at high Cn and low C1 is for a 

__ 13 ____ _~ _ _ _ __ __~ __ __ _ S 
good flying condition. The oscillatory stability is verygood-and-the 
controllability is also good because the large value of Cn keeps 

S 
adverse yawing to a minimum. The second point which has large CI13 and 

low Cns represents a poor flying condition. It can be seen that since 

this point is below the stability boundary, Dutch roll ir~tability is 
indicated. Even if the boundary were below this point (which is quite 
likely in many casesb the controllability for this condition would be 
poor because the low directional stability would permit excessive adverse 
yawing, which in combination with the high effective dihedral will cause 
a serious reduction in aileron rolling effect! veness. (See reference 4.) 
This happened in the case of the L-39 sweptback research airplane. 

Damping in Roll 

Another important factor affecting lateral stability is the damping 
in roll which becomes smaller as the sweepback is increased and as the 
aspect ratio is decreased. The effect on lateral stability of reducing 
the damping in roll is shown in figure 2 which is a stability chart 
similar to that already presented. The oscillatory-stability boundaries 
have beer. plotted for values of the damping-in-roll parameter C 1 

p 
of 0, -0.1, and -0.2. The value of C1 for a straight-wing conventional 

p 
airplane is about -0.4 or -0.5. These boundaries which were taken from 
reference 5 were calculated for a hypothetical transonic airplane and are 
intended only to indicate the trends obtained as Cl is varied. It is 

p 
rf:duces lateral stabHi ty . evident from the boundaries that reducing C1 p 

Although the "effect shown is probably typical for most airplane designs, 
calculations have indicated that the reverse effAct might be present for 
some airplane configurations. 
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Wing Incidence 

Several airplanes now in the design stage have provisions for 
variable wing incidence to permit the fuselage to remain at a low angle 
of attack while the wing goes up to the high angles of attack required 
because of the high sweep and low aspect ratio. Recent theoretical work 
(reference 6) which has been checked by tests in the Langley free-flight 
tunnel (reference 4) has indicated that increasing the wing incidence 
might have a detrimental effect on lateral stability. This effect is 
illustrated in figure 3, which is a stability chart for a free-flight
tunnel sweptback-wing model with 00 and 100 wing incidence. 

Changing the wing incidence in effect changes the inclination of the 
principal axes of inertia of the airplane which is the factor that 
produces the change in stability. For example, in the case of the 
airplane with 00 wing incidence the fuselage is at the same angle of 
attack as the wing; and, because the principal longitudinal axis of 
inertia is usually approximately in line with the fuselage, it also has 
the same positive angle of attack. In the case of the wing with 100 wing 
incidence, however, it can be seen that the fuselage and, hence, the 
principal axes of inertia will have very little angle of attack. A 
comparison of the two boundaries shows that the effect of using positive 
wing incidence is to decrease the oscillatory stability. It therefore 
appears desirable to avoid the use of large positive wing incidence if 
possible. Some calculations have shown that even a small change in wing 
incidence (as small as 20 ) can give large changes in stability. 

Mass Distribution and Relative Density 

The effects of mass distribution and relative density on lateral 
stability have been investigated both theoretically and by tests in the 
Langley free-flight tunnel (references 5,7, and 8). In general, the 
results have indicated that usually no pronounced effects on stability 
occur when the relative density is increased by increasing either the 
wing loading or the altitude. Similarly, increasing the moment of inertia 
in yaw by" increasing the weight in the fuselage does not usually appear to 
affect stabil1 ty greatly. Increasing the moment of inertia in roll by 
increasing the weight carried in the wing, however, does have a pronounced 
effect on the stability,as illustrated by figure 4, which is a stability 
chart for a typical sweptback fighter model tested in the Langley free
flight tunnel with and. without wing-tip tanks. A comparison of the two 
points on the chart shows that adding the tanka caused some slight changes 
in aerodynamac characteristics, but the main effect of the tanks was to 
increase the moment of inertia in roll which resulted in the large shift 
shown in the oscillatory-stability boundary. A pronounced reduction in 
the stability of the model is indicated when the wing tanks are installed. 
Since the period of the oscillation in this case is fairly long, however, 
it is possible that the airplane pilot would have less difficulty in 
flying with this unstable condition than he would in other cases where 
the oscillation is of shorter period and lightly damped. 
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THE "SNAKING" OSClUATION 

Examples of lightly damped short-period oscillations which are 
difficult to control have been encountered recently on a number of 
mil1tary airplanes. These airplanes exhibited poor lateral-oscillation 
characteristics or "snaking" in high-speed fl1ght. A study of this 
snaking oscillation was recently conducted with a conventional single
engine low-wing attack airplane for which poor lateral-oscillation charac
teristics had been reported. The results of this investigation are 
summarized on figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows a time history of the 
rudder motion and yawing velooity after a disturbance in yaw for various 
rudder conditions for an indicated airspeed of about 350 miles per hour. 
With the rudder free, the snaking oscillation was very lightly damped 
even:'though the actual rudder deflections were less than half a degree. 
Wi th the rudder locked, the damping was much better and was considered 
satisfactory. The middle record shows that with just the rudder pedals 

. -~ixed-a· true -rudder-fixed. condi:tion_w:as_ .no..t oJ>tainect and_the damping was 
not much better than with rudder free. - - ,-- -- - ----- --

The variation of the damping with airspeed is shown in the first 
part of figure 6. The cycles required to damp to 1/2 amplitude and 
period of the oscillation are plotted as a function of indicated airspeed. 
With rudder locked, the damping in cycles remained constant over the 
speed range; while with rudder free with the original horn balance the 
damping was not so good as wi th rudder fixed at low speed and became 
progressi vely worse wi th increasing ai rspeed. When the horn balance was 
removed, the damping was essentially the same as with rudder locked. 

An explanation for these changes in damping is given on the rudder
free stability chart on the right of this figure. On this plot of Ch1jf 

asainst Che the calculated rudder-free stability boundaries for this 

airplane with the effects of friction in the control system are taken 
into account. The boundaries, which were calculated by methods that 
were developed in references 9 and 10 and checked in reference 11, 
indicate the combinations of Chv and Che which produce stability, 

divergence, constant-ampl1tude OSCillations, or increasing oscillations. 
With the horn balance the measured hinge-moment factors were as indicated 
by the point on the chart. The fact that this point is not far from the 
constant-amplitude oscillation boundary explains why at low speeds the 
damping was leee with rudder free than with rudder fixed. 

The decrease in damping with increaee in airspeed for the rudder
free condition is attributed to the effecte of ~Ach number on the hinge
moment parameters Ch and Ch • Teete have shown that as Mach number 

V e 
ie increaeed, both Ch and Ch~ might become more positive which would 

. V u 
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shift the point on the chart towards a region of worse damping. 
Removing the horn balance makes both C~ and Cha more negative and, 

therefore, shifts the point on the chart to a region of greater damping 
of the oscillation. The greater damping explains the improvement noted 
in the flight tests when the horn balance was removed. The current 
trend of airplane design which leads to intentional selection of a 
low Cha and a positive Chv is such as to invite snaking or poorly 

damped oscillations. It is therefore important that the damping charac
teristics be chec~ed by calculations and that due allowance be made for 
the effect of Mach number on the hinge-moment parameters. 

Although the rudder hinge-moment characteristics appear to have a 
very important effect on snaking oscillations, other factors are 
undoubtedly involved in many cases. For example, fuel sloshing has in 
some cases appeared to make the snaking motion worse, and such factors 
as the air flow at the tail-fuselage juncture and the arrangement of the 
tail pipe in the fuselage have been shown to affect snaking. Even when 
none of these factors are involved, an airplane might exhibit snaking in 
the rudder-fixed condition just because the damping of the Dutch roll 
oscillation is weak. Poor damping might be the. reason fpr the snaking 
experienced with theXS-l. The fact th.e.t in high-speed fli'ght the 
fuselage (and. thus the principal longitudinal axis of inertia) is more 
nearly alined with the relative wind will tend to make the Dutch roll 
oscillation damping worse than that at low speeds. 

ESTIMATION OF STABILITY DERIVATIVES 

The discussion presented so far has indicated some of the design 
conditions that must be avoided if satisfactory lateral stability charac
teristics are to be obtained. In general, it has been found through 
experience with models in the Langley free-flight tunnel that flight 
characteristics can be predicted through solutions of the equations of 
motion, provided that sufficient information is at hand regarding the 
mass characteristics of the models and the values of the stability 
deri vat! ves. 

Theoretical Work 

The theoretical stability derivatives for unswept winge given in 
reference 12 have generally been found to be adequate. The use of sweep 
may affect the values ·of some of the derivatives appreciably however; 
and, in general, the available rigorous theories applicable to swept wings 
are too cumbersome to be used for the preparation of charts similar to 
those given for unswept wings in reference 12. Analyses of swept-wing 
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data, such as those given in reference 13, have indicated that through 
simple geometric considerations, correction factors may be derived to 
account for the effects of sweep. When these factors are applied to 
rigorous theoretical values of the derivatives of unswept wings, 
reasonably reliable derivatives for swept wings may be obtained. Such 
factors have been derived in an unpublished analysis for the various 
deri vati ves. Some sample charts based on the method. are shown in 
figure 7. These charts illustrate trends resulting from the effects 
of sweep on some of the important stability derivatives of wings having 
a taper ratio of 0.5 and no dihedral. 

Perhaps the greatest effect of sweep is on the effective-dihedral 
derivative -C2~. It should be noted that for small aspect ratios a 
given angle of sweepback may result in high positive effective dihedral; 
whereas, the same angle of sweepforward may result in little or no 
negative effective dihedral. This is caused by the fact that, although 
the increment of C2~ resulting from sweep does not vary to any large 

- -- - -- -- _. -- --

extent with aspect ratio, the value of -C2~ for unswept wings increases 

rapidly as the aspect ratio decreases. 

The approximate method of calculation indicates that the damping in 
roll C2p is reduced by sweep, but this effect generally is not large 

except for relatively high aspect ratios. In this connection, it might 
be mentioned that the effectiveness of ailerons, which occupy a given 
portion of the wing surface, is found to decrease with sweep more rapidly 
than the damping in roll. If it is desired, therefore, to meet the usual 

rolling criterion of a specified value of the wing-tip helix angle ~, 
either larger ailerons or greater deflections must be provided as the 
sweep angle is increased. 

Sweep causes appreciable increases in the magnitudes of the deriva
tives of yawing moment due to rolling Cnp and rolling moment due to 
yawing C2 • This increase is in contrast to the reductions noted for 

r 
the value of C2 and usually found for the lift-curve slope CL • 

P .. a 

Correlation of Theoretical and. Experimental Results 

Experimental determinations of the various stability derivatives 
have been made for a large number of wings through the use of the rolling
and curved-flow equipment of Langley stability tunnel. In general, the 
test results have substantiated the trends shown by the charts. The data 
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have indicated, however, that under some conditione, the calculated 
values of the derivatives may app~ to o~ a limited lift-coefficient 
range. This fact is illustrated by figure 8 which shows comparisons of 
experimental and calculated values of the derivatives -C~, C~, 

P r 
and CI]> for an untapered 450 eweptback wing of aspect ratio 2.6. The 

tests, which were made at a Reynolds number of about 1,400,000, are 
reported in references 14 and 15. 

For this case, the initial slopes of the derivatives against lift 
coefficient are in fair~ good agreement with the slopes indicated by the 
calcula~ions. The data begin to deviate from the initial slopes, however, 
at a lift coefficient of about 0.5, and the deviations become very 
important at high 11ft coefficients. Under these test conditions, the 
rolling moment due to sideslip and the rolling moment due to yawing 
decreased to about zero at maximum lift. The yawing moment due 'to rolling 
reversed its sign at a lift coefficient of about 0.7, so that at high 
lift-coefficients the derivative C~ might be regarded as favorable 

rather than unfavorable as is normally expected. A positive value of Cn p 
can have an important effect on controllability at high lift coefficients. 
Free-flight-tunnel tests of models with positive values of Cnp have 

indicated that the favorable yaw makes it possible to obtain good lateral 
flying characteristics without the necessity of coordinating the rudder 
with aileron control. 

The deviations of the experimental data from the initial slopes 
probab~ result from tip stalling since rolling- and yawing-moment deriva
ti ves are affected primari~ by flow condi tions at the tips. An indi- 2 

CL cation of partial stalling is given by .the rise in the quantity CD - 1dr 
which represents that part of the wing drag which is not ideal~ associ
ated with 11ft. For convenience, this quantity will be referred to as 
the "drag index." For the case of aeweptback wing without devices 
which tend to delay stalling at the wing tips, such as vanes, leading
edge flaps, or slots, the drag index' is found to rise at about the lift 
coefficient at which the derivatives C~, C7" and Cn.. begin to 

13 r 11 
deviate from the trends established at low lift coefficients. When devices 
which delay tip stalling are used, the drag index may not be a true indi
cation of variations in derivatives, however, for it.may rise because of 
separation of flow from inboard parts of the wing which would not great~ 
affect the rolling- and yawing-moment derivatives. For plain sweptback 
wings, however, it appears that the drag index might serve as a basis 
for predicting the lift-coefficient range over which the calculated 
characteristics might be expected to apply under specific conditione. 
An important application of the drag-index concept is in the prediction 
of Reynolds number effects on derivatives such as C~ and C~r which 
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can be determined only with special equipment which normally is not 
available in wind tunnels capable of making tests at high Reynolds numbers. 

Effects of Reynolds Number and Wing Roughness 

Figure 9 shows the effects of Reynolds number and of wing roughness 
on the effective-dihedral derivative -C~~ and on the drag index for 

a 40° sweptback wing with an NACA 641-112 airfoil section. These results,. 
taken from reference 16, are from tests made. in the Langley 19-foot pressure 
tunnel. Large effects of Reynolds number were noted when the wing surface 
was smooth; for example, at a Reynolds number of 5,300,000, the 
derivative -C~a increased linearly with lift coefficient almost until 

maximum 11ft was attained, and the drag index showed very little cha.nee 
with lift coefficient. At a Reynolds number of 1,720,000, however, the 
derivative -C~a began to deviate from its initial trend at a lift 

---- coefficientof about 0.5, a:Dd-the <lra.g ind.exehowed an -abrupt rise afthe ----
same lift coefficient. Results obtained at a high Reynolds number for 
the wing with rouglmess at the leading edge were very similar. to results 
obtained at a low Reynolds number for the wing with a smooth surface. 
The drag index again indicates the presence of tip stalling for the latter 
two cases but little or no stalling for the smooth wing at a high Reynolds 
number. It might be expected therefore that initial trendeof the 
derivatives C~ and C~r also would persist to a high lift coefficient 

for the case of the smooth wing at a high Reynolds number. 

Effect of Wing Profile and Flaps 

The shape of the wing profile may, under some conditions, 
effects on lateral stability characteristics. Figure 10 shows 
of results obtained on the effective-dihedral derivative -C~ 

a 

have large 
comparisons 
for smooth 

wings having NACA 641-112 and circular-arc airfoil sections. The tests 
(reference 17) were made at.a Reynolds number of 5,300,000, which is the 
higher of the two values referred to in the preceding figure. With flaps 
off, the curve for the NACA 641-112 airfoil is the same as that given 
before. The values of -C ~a for the circular-arc airfoil begin to 

deviate from their initial trend at a very low lift coefficient, probably 
because the tendency of sweptback wings to stall at the tips is aggra
vated through the use of an airfoil with a sharp leading edge. With 
leading-edge and trailing-edge flaps deflected, the derivative -C~a 

continued to increase almost linearly with lift coefficient until maximum 
11ft was approached, regardless of the airfoil section. It appears that 
the wing characteristics are determined largely by the contour of the 
leading-edge flap and that the basic airfoil section has very little 
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inf'luence when the leading-edge flap is deflected. Since the leading
edge flap tends to delay tip stalling, it is probable that the 
deri vati ves C~ and C!r also would show trends similar to that 

indicated for -C!~. 

Effect of Fuselage and Tail Surfaces 

The discussion given so far has dealt largely with the more important 
effects of sweep' on characteristics that are of particular interest at 
low speeds. In the design of a complete airplane, additional factors, 
such as the effects of the fuselage, or the size and location of the tail 
surfaces, must be considered. Experience has indicated that the effects 
of these additional factors on the various rotary-stability derivatives 
and on the effective-dihedral derivative -CI~ can be accounted for in 

much the same manner that has been used for conventional-aircraft designs. 
Particular attention should be paid, however, to the possible adverse 
effect of swept wings on directional stabi11 ty near maximum 11ft. It 
is not yet possible to select wi th ~ degree of certainty a conf'iguration 
that will have satisfactory directional-stability characteristics at all 
lift coefficients, but it generally has been possible to correct an 
undesirable condition in the course of wind-tunnel development tests. 

Effect of Mach Number 

Very little theoretical or experimental information regarding 
subsonic compressibility effects on the lateral-stability derivatives 
is available at the present time. ResUlts of tests made on one model in 
the Langley high-speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel (unpublished data) are shown 
in figure 11. The tests included determinations of the deri vati ves C~, 

-C I, and CI through a range of Mach number. The model conf'iguration 
~ p 

used in the determination of C! was slightly different from that used 
. . p 

in the determinations of cn~ and -CI~. The compressibility effects 

on these derivatives were found to be very small for Mach numbers 
below 0.82. At higher Mach numbers, the directional-stability 
derivative Cn~ increased, probably because, with the model. in sideslip, 

the critical Mach number of the leading-wing panel was exceeded and, 
consequently, the drag of the leading-wing panel increased. At an angle 
of attack of 60 the effective-dihedral derivative -C! decreased as 

~ 
the Mach number exceeded 0.82. This reduction in effective dihedral 
probably results from a loss in lift on the leading-wing panel as its 
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critical Mach number is exceeded. The damping-in-roll derivative 

showed no abrupt change through the test range of Mach number. 

11 

The problem of lateral behavior at transonic speeds, extending 
through a Mach number of 1.0, is now being investigated by means of free
flight rocket models, but results are not yet available. Several theo~ 
retical investigations which apply to Mach numbers of about 1.2 and 
above have been completed or are in progress. The case of the supersonic 
derivatives of triangular wings already has been covered rather completely 
in an unpublished analysis. The methods used in this analysis are now 

" " being extended to notched triangles, or swept wings with zero taper 
ratio. Investigations of unswept rectangular wings also are under way. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

-- -- -
In summarizing, it might be said that progress is being made-in-the----

determination of the stability der1vatives for swept- and low-aspect-
ratio airplane configurations; and it appears that the lateral stabil1 ty 
characteristics of high-speed airplanes can, at least qualitatively, be 
predicted by the use of the proper stabil1 ty deri vati ves with existing 
theoretical methods. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Commdttee for Aeronautics 

Langley Field, Va. 
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Figure 1. - Stability chart for a general research model tested in the 
Langley free-flight twmel (CL = 1.0) . 
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Figure 2.- Effect of damping in roll on the lateral stability of a high

speed airplane (C L = 1.0). 
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Figure 3. - Effect of wing incidence on the lateral stability of a free
flight-tunnel research model (CL ::: 0.6) • 
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Figure 4.- Effect on the lateral stability of the change in mass 
distribution caused by adding wing-tip tanks (CL = 0.7). 
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Figure 5.- Time histories of the lateral oscillations of a conventional 

attack airplane. 
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Figure 6. - Period and damping of the lateral oscillation and calculated 
rudder-free stability boundary for conventional attack airplane. 
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Figure 7. - Lateral-stability derivatives calculated by approximate 
theory for swept wings with taper ratio of 0.5. 
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Figure 8. - Comparison of experimental and calculated lateral-stability 
derivatives. 
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Figure, 9. - Effect of Reynolds number and wing roughness on rolling 
moment aue to sideslip. 
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Figure 10. - Effect of airfoil section and flaps on rolling moment due 
to Sideslip. 
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Figure 11.- Effect of Mach number on lateral-stability derivatives. 
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